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Objectives: To develop an efficient and quantitative assessment of collateral circulation

on time maximum intensity projection CT angiography (tMIP CTA) in patients with acute

ischemic stroke (AIS).

Methods: Eighty-one AIS patients who underwent one-stop CTA-CT perfusion (CTP)

from February 2016 to October 2020 were retrospectively reviewed. Single-phase CTA

(sCTA) and tMIP CTA were developed from CTP data. Ischemic core (IC) volume,

ischemic penumbra volume, and mismatch ratio were calculated. The Tan scale was

used for the qualitative evaluation of collateral based on sCTA and tMIP CTA. Quantitative

collateral circulation (CCq) parameters were calculated semi-automatically with software

by the ratio of the vascular volume (V) on both hemispheres, including tMIP CTA VCCq
and sCTA VCCq. Spearman correlation analysis was used to analyze the correlation

of collateral-related parameters with final infarct volume (FIV). ROC and multivariable

regression analysis were calculated to compare the significance of the above parameters

in clinical outcome evaluation. The analysis time of the observers was also compared.

Results: tMIP CTA VCCq (r = 0.61, p < 0.01), IC volume (r = 0.66, p < 0.01), Tan

score on tMIP CTA (r = 0.52, p < 0.01) and mismatch ratio (r = 0.60, p < 0.01) showed

moderate negative correlations with FIV. tMIP CTA VCCq showed the best prognostic

value for clinical outcome (AUC = 0.93, p < 0.001), and was an independent predictive

factor of clinical outcome (OR = 0.14, p = 0.009). There was no difference in analysis

time of tMIP CTA VCCq among observers (p = 0.079).

Conclusion: The quantitative evaluation of collateral circulation on tMIP CTA is

associated with clinical outcomes in AIS patients with endovascular treatments.
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INTRODUCTION

Reperfusion therapies significantly improve the prognosis
of patients with acute ischemic stroke (AIS). With the
popularization of endovascular treatments (EVTs) in AIS, it is
necessary to build an individualized evaluation system, helping
physicians make clinical decisions and predict outcomes before
invasive intervention (1, 2). Previous studies have indicated
that collateral circulation is one of the main factors determining
ischemic penumbra (3–6). Comprehensive and accurate
evaluation of collateral circulation is a necessary complement to
develop individualized treatments for AIS patients.

The visibility of the collateral circulation on computed
tomography angiography (CTA) strongly depends on the
acquisition time. The strength of the collateral flow is more
important to tissue fate than the velocity of collateral filling (7).
Because the interindividual collateral circulation (distribution,
filling time, etc.) is highly variable and the optimal acquisition
time is individually different, four-dimensional CTA (4D CTA)
obtained from the perfusion data (multi-time frame) was
applied to evaluate collateral status more accurately (7–9). Time
maximum intensity projection angiography (tMIP CTA), also
known as timing-invariant (TI) CTA (10) or temporally fused
maximum intensity projection (tMIP) CTA (7), reflects the
maximum value on all projection planes scrolling over time,
producing a new volume-based data packet that is generated
from all phases images of CT perfusion (CTP). tMIP CTA may
eliminate the drawback of single-phase CTA (sCTA) wherein
collateral vessels are usually displayed incompletely due to
delayed pathophysiology status, building a system with high
temporal and spatial resolution (7, 8, 10–12). Thus, tMIP CTA
improves the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise
ratio (CNR) of images and may therefore be an ideal option for
assessing collateral circulation (7, 8, 12).

Until now, there has been no unified collateral circulation
evaluation system. Several grading scales have been applied
in collateral circulation evaluation, including the CTA-based
Miteff scale (13), the modified Tan scale (14), and the regional
leptomeningeal collateral score (rLMC) (15). It is difficult to
verify the predictive value, reliability, and validity of these
different scoring systems. Therefore, a standardized evaluation
model is needed. Here, we adopted a simple and efficient
quantitative assessment based on tMIP CTA to evaluate collateral
circulation status.

In this study, we assessed whether this new quantitative
assessment system was able to evaluate collateral circulation
accurately in comparison with the qualitative collateral score
system and CTP. Additionally, the analysis time among observers
with different levels of experience was also compared. We
aimed to identify an efficient and highly accurate quantitative
method for evaluating collateral circulation during the decision-
making process.

METHODS

This study was approved by our institutional review board.
Because patient information was analyzed retrospectively and
anonymously, informed consent was waived.

Study Population
The clinical data and imaging data of AIS patients with occlusion
of the anterior circulation vessels who had received EVTs from
February 2016 to October 2020 were retrospectively analyzed.
Inclusion criteria: (1) acute stroke (onset time < 24 h); (2)
one-stop CT scan indicating occlusion of unilateral anterior
circulation vessels [including the internal carotid artery (ICA)
and/or the M1 segment of the middle cerebral artery (MCA)];
and (3) integral clinical and imaging data. Exclusion criteria: (1)
intracranial hemorrhage; (2) old infarct size ≥ 2/3 of the MCA
territory; (3) moderate to severe stenosis of ipsilateral proximal
or contralateral arteries; (4) severe dysfunction of the heart, liver,
lungs, and kidneys as well as hematological diseases; and (5)
history of iodine allergy (16).

The AIS patients’ clinical and imaging data were obtained
from the medical records, including the National Institutes of
Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, Modified Rankin Scale (mRS)
score, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score (ASPECTS), and
related risk factors. The mRS score was used to evaluate the
patients’ functional outcomes. mRS scores of 0-2 indicate a good
outcome, while mRS scores of 3-6 indicate a poor outcome.
If patients died during follow-up, the score was recorded as
6. Recanalization was defined as a modified Thrombolysis in
Cerebral Infarction grade 2b or 3 (17). The area of low-density
on follow-up non-contrast CT (NCCT) images or high signal
intensity on MR T2WI or DWI after 3-7 days was considered as
the final infarct volume (FIV) (18).

Scanning Protocol
All patients underwent a one-stop CTA-CTP scan on a 320 ×

0.5mm detector row CT scanner (Aquilion ONE, CanonMedical
Systems) on admission according to our emergency procedures.
An NCCT scan was performed first with the following scan
parameters: 120 kV/200 mAs/detector and volume scanning,
followed by one-stop dynamic volume 4D CTA-CTP scanning,
reconstruction with adaptive iterative dose reduction, and layer
thickness 0.5mm. The contrast agent was injected through
the elbow vein with an 18G intravenous catheter, while 40-
50ml of non-ionic contrast agent and 30ml of saline were
sequentially injected through a double-channel high-pressure
injector according to the patient’s weight (0.6 ml/kg). A CTP
scan was performed 7 s after contrast injection with the following
scanning parameters: 80 kV, 100 mAs, cover range of 16 cm,
reconstruction with adaptive iterative dose reduction, and layer
thickness 0.5 mm.

Image Postprocessing
A total of 6,080-frame dynamic volume data in 19 phases of
the whole brain were obtained. (1) sCTA: The arterial phase
images (the phase with the maximum CT value of the artery)
were selected from 19 phases as sCTA images. (2) tMIP CTA:
tMIP CTA images were generated from all 19 phases using the
analysis software installed in the CT workstation (Aquilion ONE,
Canon Medical Systems). tMIP images reflect the maximum
value of each matrix in the dynamic data for all phases (12). (3)
CTP: Vitrea (Vital Images, Minnetonka, Minnesota) was used
to perform all the CTP analyses. The input artery and output
vein were obtained from the intracranial segment of the internal
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FIGURE 1 | Illustrative example. Baseline one-stop CTA-CTP images and follow-up MRI in a 78-year-old woman with sudden weakness of the left upper limb. The

baseline NIHSS score was 5. First, the layers were drawn manually in the right hemisphere on tMIP CTA: the temporal pole layer (A), the basal ganglia layer (B) and

the parietal lobe layer (C) were selected as the initial layer, the intermediate layer and the end layer, respectively. The blood vessel volume calculated automatically by

the software, which was 36.96ml in the right hemisphere. Then, the same methods were used to measure the vascular volume in the left hemisphere (normal side).

tMIP CTA VCCq was calculated by the ratio the volume of the affected hemisphere to that of the unaffected hemisphere. The (D) image shows the basal ganglia layer

on sCTA, and the same method was used to calculate the volume of blood vessels in the right hemisphere as 11.31ml. And the ratio the volume of the affected

hemisphere to that of the unaffected hemisphere was sCTA VCCq. CBV at the affected hemisphere was decreased in the infarction area (E), TTP was obviously

prolonged (F). Tissue map shows an IC area (red) of 50.23ml and IP area (yellow) of 88.78ml (G). This patient underwent endovascular treatments and had a FIV of

32.86mL at T2 Flair (H). The 90-day mRS score for this patient was 0.

carotid artery in the normal side and superior sagittal sinus,
respectively, and time-density curves (TDC) were obtained. A
38% reduction in cerebral blood volume (CBV) with a 5.3-s
increase in time to peak (TTP) indicated infarct core (IC), and a
5.3-s increase in TTP without CBV reduction indicated ischemic
penumbra (IP). The mismatch ratio was the IP volume divided
by the IC volume (19).

Colt burden score (CBS) was defined as the extent of
thromboembolic vessels of the anterior circulation based on
CTA. Occlusions of the supraclinoid ICA, proximal and
distal M1 segment were counted as two points, respectively,
while each segment of M2 branches, anterior cerebral artery,
and infraclinoid ICA occlusion were counted as one point,
respectively. If thromboembolism was seen in any segment, the
corresponding point was subtracted from 10. The remaining
points constituted the final score (20).

Evaluation Methods for the Collateral
Status Based on sCTA and tMIP CTA
Quantitative Method

Volume Calc semi-automated volumetric measurement analysis
software (Aquilion ONE; Canon Medical Systems Corporation)

was used for the quantitative evaluation of collateral circulation.
The detailed calculation process of this software was as follows.
Step 1: Set thresholds of CT values including the minimum
and maximum CT values in the region of interest (ROI) for
calculating blood vessel volumes. In this study, the CT values of
the intracranial arteries were measured on axial images (0.5-mm
layer thickness). TheminimumCT value was set as 100HU (≥CT
value of brain tissue and muscle after enhanced scan), and the
maximum CT value was defined as the CT value of segment C1
of the internal carotid artery. Step 2: The temporal pole layer, the
basal ganglia layer, and the parietal lobe layer were selected as the
initial layer, the intermediate layer, and the end layer, respectively.
The volume of the blood vessels was calculated automatically by
the software. The skull and cerebellar hemispheres were avoided
as much as possible when drawing the ROIs (Figure 1). The
quantitative measurement of the collateral circulation (CCq) was
expressed as a ratio and defined by the following formulas:

VCCq = Vaffected/Vunaffected,VCCq≥ 0;

The volume (V) of the collateral vessels on the affected and
unaffected sides were calculated automatically on tMIP CTA
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and sCTA, respectively, yielding the tMIP CTA vascular volume
ratio (tMIP CTA VCCq) and the sCTA vascular volume ratio
(sCTA VCCq).

Qualitative Method

Collateral vessels were assessed on tMIP CTA (Tan score on tMIP
CTA) and sCTA (Tan score on sCTA) by using a four-point
Modified Tan grading system. Collaterals were classified as good
(2-3 scores) if there were 50% flow or more of the normal side
revealed, and as poor (0-1 score) if <50% flow of the normal side
was revealed.

Analysis Time
In this study, image postprocessing and diagnosis were
performed by three observers. Observer A was a junior
radiologist with 2 years of work experience but they had
never performed CT image postprocessing. Observer B was an
intermediate radiologist who performed imaging diagnoses for
approximately 5 years. Observer C was a senior radiologist who
performed imaging diagnosis for over 15 years and was well-
experienced in CT image postprocessing. The three observers
received 20-30min of basic training about CTP and tMIP
image postprocessing.

The analysis time of quantitative collateral assessment on
tMIP CTA included the time generating the tMIP CTA images,
the time drawing the ROIs, and the time required by the software
to calculate the vascular volume automatically. The time spent
on quantitative collateral assessment on sCTA was also recorded,
including the time selecting the appropriate arterial phase from
the 19 phases, the time drawing the ROIs on all three layers, and
the time required by the software to calculate the vascular volume
automatically. Meanwhile, the analysis time also included the
time of selecting the appropriate arterial phase, time generating
the tMIP CTA images, and time of evaluation.

The analysis time of CTP included the time of TDC
adjustment and the Vitrea software automatic postprocessing.

Statistical Analysis
Normally distributed quantitative data were expressed as
the means ± standard errors of the mean (SEMs); non-
normally distributed quantitative data were expressed as the
medians (Q1, Q3); qualitative data were expressed as the
frequencies (percentages). Both parametric and non-parametric
statistical tests were used, as the data were skewed. The chi-
squared test was performed to test qualitative data. The non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U-test was used to test non-normally
distributed quantitative data. The unpaired Student’s t-test was
used to test normally distributed quantitative data. Pairwise
comparisons were performed using Fisher’s least significant
difference (LSD). All patients were assessed twice by each
observer independently. Interobserver agreement was described
by the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), and p < 0.05
was considered statistically significant. Spearman correlation
analysis was used to analyze the correlation of collateral-
related parameters with FIV. Logistic regression was used to
analyze the risk factors of clinical outcomes. The variables
in the regression were selected by the Akaike information

criterion (AIC). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
were used to evaluate the predictive ability of the above
parameters, and the sensitivity, specificity, area under the
curve (AUC), and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) were
calculated. The results were considered significant for two-
tailed p < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed using
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences ver. 25 software (SPSS,
Chicago, IL).

RESULTS

Study Population
In total, 81 patients were enrolled in this study, including
41 males (50.6%) and 40 females (49.4%). Compared with
those in the poor outcome group, patients with good
outcomes showed lower baseline NIHSS scores, younger
ages, lower incidences of atrial fibrillation, lower incidences
of a previous stroke and/or coronary heart disease, better
collateral vessels, less IC volume, and higher mismatch
ratio (all, p < 0.05). Detailed information was summarized
in Table 1.

Relationship of Collateral Circulation With
FIV
FIV was assessed on NCCT (14 patients) or MRI (67 patients).
tMIP CTA VCCq (r = 0.61, p < 0.01), IC volume (r = 0.66,
p < 0.01), Tan score on tMIP CTA (r = 0.52, p < 0.01) and
Mismatch ratio (r = 0.60, p < 0.01) showed moderate negative
correlations with FIV. Patients were further divided into two
groups: recanalization group (n = 69) and non-recanalization
group (n = 12). In the group of non-recanalization, all of tMIP
CTA VCCq (r = 0.63, p < 0.05), sCTA VCCq (r = 0.53, p < 0.05),
Tan score on tMIP CTA (r = 0.56, p < 0.05) and IC volume (r
= 0.65, p < 0.05) had moderate negative correlations with FIV
(Table 2).

Association of Collateral Circulation and
Clinical Outcome
In multivariate logistic regression analysis, tMIP CTA VCCq

(odds ratio = 0.14; 95%CI, 0.03-0.59; p = 0.009) was an
independent predictive factor of outcome (Table 3). The
area under the curve (AUC) of indicators for predicting
clinical outcome was obtained by receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The results are
shown in Table 4: tMIP CTA VCCq had the best value in
predicting clinical outcome (AUC, 0.93; sensitivity, 0.88;
specificity, 0.80, p < 0.001).

Analysis Time
For tMIP CTA VCCq, observer A, B, and C had a statistically
comparable analysis time (110.43 ± 5.44 s vs. 106.86 ± 6.27 s
vs. 101.71 ± 8.31 s, p = 0.079). For CTP, sCTA VCCq, Tan score
on tMIP CTA, and Tan score on sCTA, there were significant
differences among three observers in analysis time (all, p< 0.001)
(Table 5).
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TABLE 1 | Characteristics of patients with good and poor outcome.

Variables Poor outcome n = 36 Good outcome n = 45 U/χ2 P

Age, median [IQR] 81.00(72.25,84.00) 71.00(61.50,81.50) 499.50 0.003

Male, n (%) 15(41.70) 26(57.80) 2.08 0.150

Baseline NIHSS score, median [IQR] 15.50(11.25,21.00) 10.00(6.00,15.00) 421.00 <0.001

IV-tPA, n (%) 8(22.20) 14(31.10) 0.80 0.371

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 23(63.90) 17(37.80) 5.46 0.020

Hypertension, n (%) 31(86.10) 33(73.30) 1.97 0.161

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 17(47.20) 12(26.70) 3.68 0.055

Dyslipidemia, n (%) 16(44.40) 15(33.30) 1.05 0.307

Smoking, n (%) 10(27.80) 16(35.60) 0.56 0.456

Previous stroke, n (%) 15(41.70) 9(20.00) 4.50 0.034

Coronary disease, n (%) 19(52.80) 14(31.10) 3.89 0.049

Anticoagulant, n (%) 3(8.30) 5(11.10) 0.17 0.677

ASPECTS,median [IQR] 6.50(3.00,8.00) 8.00(6.00,8.00) 636.00 0.094

Clot burden score, median [IQR] 4.00(0.00,7.00) 6.00(2.00,9.00) 626.50 0.076

Tan score on sCTA, median [IQR] 0.00(0.00,1.75) 1.00(0.00,2.00) 681.00 0.187

Tan score on tMIP CTA, median [IQR] 1.00(1.00,2.00) 3.00(2.00,3.00) 322.00 <0.001

Recanalization, n (%) 28(77.80) 41(91.10) 2.82 0.053

FIV (mL), median [IQR] 98.97(44.37,223.85) 16.25(4.79,46.63) 275.00 <0.001

tMIP CTA VCCq, median [IQR] 0.53(0.34,0.71) 0.97(0.91,1.06) 112.00 <0.001

sCTA VCCq, median [IQR] 0.44(0.33,0.55) 0.63(0.48,0.81) 389.00 <0.001

IC volume (ml), median [IQR] 89.41(52.00,134.06) 90.06(49.07,140.51) 713.00 0.724

IP volume (ml), median [IQR] 26.99(10.41,47.56) 72.58(13.95,145.23) 440.00 0.002

Mismatch ratio, median [IQR] 1.83(0.66,4.44) 3.65(2.01,6.67) 450.50 0.003

IQR, interquartile range; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; ASPECTS, Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score; SD, standard deviation; IV-tPA, intravenous recombinant

tissue-type plasminogen activator; FIV, final infarct volume; tMIP CTA, time maximum intensity projection computed tomography angiography; sCTA, single-phase computed tomography

angiography; tMIP CTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on tMIP CTA; sCTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on sCTA; IC, ischemic

core; IP, ischemic penumbra.

TABLE 2 | Association of collateral-related parameters with FIV in AIS patients

after EVTs.

Variables Total

(n = 81)

Recanalization

(n = 69)

Non-

recanalization

(n = 12)

tMIP CTA VCCq −0.61** −0.58** −0.63*

sCTA VCCq −0.38* −0.26* −0.53*

Tan score on

tMIP CTA

−0.52** −0.50** −0.56*

Tan score on

sCTA

−0.23* −0.31** −0.26

IP volume 0.17 0.17 0.21

IC volume 0.66** 0.66** 0.65*

Mismatch ratio −0.60** −0.63** −0.34

FIV, final infarct volume; tMIP CTA, time maximum intensity projection computed

tomography angiography; sCTA, single-phase computed tomography angiography; tMIP

CTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on tMIP CTA; sCTA VCCq,

quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on sCTA; IP, ischemic penumbra; IC,

ischemic core.

All correlation coefficients are presented as Spearman r values.
*P < 0.05.
**P < 0.01.

The ICC among the three observers was 0.96 (tMIP CTA
VCCq), 0.86 (sCTA VCCq), 0.86 (Tan score on tMIP CTA), 0.67
(Tan score on sCTA), and 0.97 (CTP).

DISCUSSION

Good collateral circulation contributes to maintaining the blood
supply around an ischemic lesion for a relatively long time
to preserve penumbra tissue (21, 22). Although evaluation of
the collateral circulation has not yet been written into current
guidelines of treatment for acute ischemic stroke, it is well-
known that collateral circulation plays an important role in
the development of cerebral infarction. Clinically, the collateral
circulation influences the selection of treatment strategies and
prognoses of AIS patients.

We found that tMIP CTA VCCq (r = 0.61, p < 0.01), IC
volume (r = 0.66, p < 0.01), Tan score on tMIP CTA (r =

0.52, p < 0.01) and the mismatch ratio (r = 0.60, p < 0.01)
showed moderate negative correlations with FIV. In the group of
non-recanalization, tMIP CTA VCCq (r = 0.63, p < 0.05), sCTA
VCCq (r = 0.53, p < 0.05), Tan score on tMIP CTA (r = 0.56,
p < 0.05) and IC volume (r = 0.65, p < 0.05) had moderate
negative correlations with FIV. Moreover, the tMIP CTA VCCq
was an independent predictor of good outcome in AIS patients
(OR = 0.14; 95% CI: 0.03, 0.59; p = 0.009), and had the best
value in predicting clinical outcome (AUC, 0.93; sensitivity, 0.88;
specificity, 0.80, p < 0.001).

Although an increasing number of studies have focused on
the role of collateral circulation in clinical treatment decisions,
few studies have evaluated intracranial collateral vessels using
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TABLE 3 | Association between collateral-related parameters and clinical outcome.

Variables β SE Wald χ2 Exp(B) Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI P

tMIP CTA VCCq −1.96 0.73 6.78 0.14 0.03 0.59 0.009

sCTA VCCq 0.20 4.22 0.00 1.22 0.00 4759.09 0.962

Tan score on tMIP CTA −1.39 1.01 1.89 0.25 0.04 1.81 0.169

Tan score on sCTA 1.66 0.82 0.93 5.25 1.06 26.12 0.336

IP volume −0.01 0.01 1.07 0.99 0.97 1.01 0.300

IC volume 0.01 0.03 0.07 1.01 0.96 1.06 0.798

Mismatch ratio 0.08 0.15 0.28 1.08 0.81 1.46 0.594

FIV, final infarct volume; CI, confidence interval; tMIP CTA, time maximum intensity projection computed tomography angiography; sCTA, single-phase computed tomography

angiography; tMIP CTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on tMIP CTA; sCTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on sCTA; IP, ischemic

penumbra; IC, ischemic core.

TABLE 4 | Receiver operating characteristics curves of collateral-related parameters for evaluating clinical outcome.

Variables AUC (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Youden index Associated criterion P

tMIP CTA VCCq 0.93(0.85,1.00) 0.88(0.56,0.94) 0.80(0.39,1.00) 0.68 −0.84 <0.001

sCTA VCCq 0.74(0.63,0.85) 0.71(0.38,0.94) 0.66(0.39,0.86) 0.47 0.03 <0.001

Tan score on sCTA 0.56(0.43,0.70) 0.74(0.28,0.99) 0.73(0.19,0.99) 0.47 2.50 0.307

Tan score on tMIP CTA 0.79(0.68,0.89) 0.50(0.07,0.90) 0.98(0.30,1.00) 0.48 −1.00 <0.001

IP volume 0.52(0.39,0.65) 0.50(0.23,0.79) 0.49(0.27,0.75) 0.00 248.96 0.727

IC volume 0.71(0.58,0.83) 0.65(0.47,0.77) 0.60(0.25,0.94) 0.25 52.69 0.002

Mismatch ratio 0.70(0.57,0.82) 0.71(0.44,0.82) 0.61(0.26,0.90) 0.32 9.05 0.002

AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; tMIP CTA, time maximum intensity projection computed tomography angiography; sCTA, single-phase computed tomography

angiography; tMIP CTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on tMIP CTA; sCTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on sCTA.

TABLE 5 | Comparison of analysis time of doctors of different grades.

Variables Junior doctor Intermediate doctor Senior doctor F P

Tan score on sCTA (s), mean ± SDab 94.43 ± 7.28 57.57 ± 7.89 20.43 ± 7.89 161.95 <0.001

Tan score on tMIP CTA (s), mean ± SDab 75.43 ± 7.57 44.43 ± 8.06 20.00 ± 4.08 116.67 <0.001

sCTA VCCq (s), mean ± SDab 142.29 ± 14.04 120.86 ± 14.06 115.71 ± 7.27 20.28 <0.001

tMIP CTA VCCq (s), mean ± SD 110.43 ± 5.44 106.86 ± 6.27 101.71 ± 8.31 2.93 0.079

CTP (s), mean ± SDab 152.57 ± 12.22 130.43 ± 8.30 98.43 ± 8.54 53.44 <0.001

a, The P-value of LSD in Junior Doctor vs. Intermediate Doctor < 0.05.
b, The P-value of LSD in Junior Doctor vs. Senior Doctor < 0.05.

LSD, least significant difference; tMIP CTA, time maximum intensity projection computed tomography angiography; sCTA, single-phase computed tomography angiography; tMIP CTA

VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on tMIP CTA; sCTA VCCq, quantitative measurement of vascular volume ratio on sCTA; CTP, computed tomography perfusion.

quantitative analysis (23, 24). Most evaluation methods of the
collateral circulation focus on rating scales, where doctors are
required to be familiar with the rating rules, and the consistency
among observers is low (13, 15). For clinicians, especially junior
and intermediate doctors, a reliable quantitative method for
evaluating collateral vessels could help themmake individualized
treatment options more accurately and effectively.

To date, only a few studies have adopted the quantitative
evaluation of collateral vessels. Shi et al. reported that measuring
the maximum blood flow of the collateral vessels in the
Sylvian fissure on CT perfusion images was a feasible method
for quantitatively evaluating the collateral circulation, which
was related to clinical outcomes in AIS patients (23). Boers

et al. proposed that automatic quantitative collateral circulation
assessment in AIS patients based on sCTA could be helpful
for developing treatment options (24). In our prior study, we
reported that tMIP CTA, which integrates the information from
multiple CTA phases and displays the maximum CT value of all
projection planes, showed higher image quality of intracranial
vascularity than sCTA did and then improved the accuracy of
collateral circulation evaluation (12). In this study, we performed
a further quantitative evaluation of the intracranial collateral
circulation based on tMIP CTA.

Previous studies revealed that better collateral status indicates
a smaller infarct volume, larger penumbra volume, and decreased
infarct growth (21, 25, 26). The results of this study demonstrated
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that a higher volume ratio of the collateral vessels predicted
a better outcome and smaller FIV, and tMIP CTA VCCq had
the best predictive value for prognosis. For patients who failed
to get successful recanalization, collateral circulation was also
an important determinant of FIV, which helped to maintain
the blood supply around the FIV for a relatively long period
after stroke onset and preserve salvable brain tissue (27). In
addition, the above results indicate that sCTA, the most applied
technique for AIS patients, may underestimate the status of the
collateral circulation due to the lack of time information, whereas
tMIP CTA provided more accurate results when evaluating the
collateral circulation by integrating the vascular information
from multiple phases, including the delayed development of
collateral vessels. CTP is also an alternativemethod for evaluating
collateral circulation, however, it is worth noting that CTP
parameters may be influenced by variations in postprocessing
and algorithms (28, 29). The tMIPCTAVCCq contained complete
blood vessel information and was the most accurate parameter
for collateral circulation evaluation when compared with the
other parameters. Furthermore, it was noticed that 20 patients
had better collateral circulation before EVTs (tMIP CTA VCCq >

1) and good clinical outcomes (mRS scores 0-2). Among them,
12 patients had an mRS score of 0 point, 6 patients had 1 point,
and 2 patients had 2 points.

It should be mentioned that 40.6% (28/69) of our patients had
poor outcomes after vascular recanalization (Table 1). This may
be due to their old age and many complications, such as coronary
heart disease and atrial fibrillation.

We also recorded the analysis time to investigate whether
evaluations with different methods were correlated with
diagnostic experience. In this study, the analysis time of Tan
score on sCTA, Tan score on tMIP CTA, sCTA VCCq, and CTP
were related to the diagnostic experience level, while the analysis
time of tMIP CTA VCCq did not. The reason might be that
tMIP CTA is a new volume packet where software automatically
integrates all phases of CTA information, and the selection
time of the optimal arterial phase was not needed. Short-term
training (∼20-30min) is enough for the inexperienced doctors to
quantitatively evaluate collateral vessel status using the software,
and it is possible to obtain reliable results with no increase
in evaluating time of tMIP VCCq. Currently, the selection of
AIS patients for reperfusion therapy based on a traditional time
window is disadvantaged, while tissue window plays a more
important role in clinical decision-making (30, 31). However,
the tissue window of individual patients is not fixed, depending
on several compensation mechanisms, including collateral
compensation. Using appropriate imaging modalities before
reperfusion therapy in suitable patients, especially mechanical
thrombectomy, may benefit patients with AIS. At present, many
grading scales are available for collateral status assessment in
ischemic stroke (13–15). The rLMC score is more comprehensive
when evaluating collateral circulation. However, the rLMC score
requires evaluation of nine anatomical regions, which is relatively
complicated and time-consuming (15, 32). The Miteff score
mainly focuses on the surface of the leptomeninges, the sylvian
fissure area, and the distal end of the vascular occlusion, so it
may ignore other important functional areas for collateral blood

flow compensation (13, 22). The Tan score evaluates the collateral
circulation based on the range of collateral blood flow after
vascular occlusion (14). Although the Tan score is slightly rough,
a previous study has shown that the reliability of the Tan score is
higher than the Miteff score (22). Meanwhile, the Tan score may
be easier for the doctors to assess collateral status. Conversely,
a study has shown that the collateral circulation defined by
the Tan score is one of the risk factors for patients receiving
acute endovascular treatment (21). In general, each of the above
methods has respective advantages and disadvantages. In this
study we focused on quantitative collateral circulation evaluation
methods, so we chose the Tan score to represent the qualitative
assessment of collateral circulation. Perfusion parameters were
also added to verify the accuracy of the tMIP CTA VCCq.

The limitations of this study are as follows. First, it is a
single-center retrospective study, and the sample size is relatively
small. Second, the tMIP technique may enhance any artifacts
present in the posterior cranial fossa, which is why patients
with posterior circulation stroke were not included in this
study. Third, tMIP technology includes arterial and venous
information. Although most of the current studies focused on
arterial collateral circulation studies, there were studies reporting
that the venous system has a greater role in assessing ischemia
than previously described (33). In the near future, a larger scale
prospective trial is needed to further confirm our findings. We
did not include multiphase CTA (mCTA) in this study because
the evaluation time on mCTA is much more than that on tMIP
CTA and sCTA.

CONCLUSION

Quantitative measurement of tMIP CTA is a reliable and time-
saving method for assessing collateral circulation. It may help
clinicians develop more precise treatment strategies and can
aid in predicting clinical outcomes. In addition, compared
with sCTA VCCq, qualitative parameters, and CTP parameters,
quantitative measurement on tMIP CTA had the best predictive
value for patient outcome. We hope this accurate and effective
evaluation of the collateral circulation will provide clinicians
with one more option that helps them to choose an appropriate
treatment strategy.
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